
Book Title

Bear Says Thanks

Content Area

ELA, Thanksgiving

Grade Levels

PreK-3rd

Activities

Activity 1-2: Complete the writing prompt.
Activity 3-4: Illustrate foods for a feast.

Activity 5: Illustrate the 5 senses.
Activity 6-7: Answer comprehension questions.

Activity 8: Whole Group Movement Activity
Activity 9: Whole Group Gratitude Jar

Scan the QR code →
to open the soundscape!

Materials Needed:

coloring materials, scissors, tape

Craft-ivity Plan



______________________________

Read Bear Says Thanks with

Name: ________________________

to Bear’s den for the feast.

I would bring



______________________________

Read Bear Says Thanks with

Name: ________________________

What would you bring to Bear’s feast? Why?

______________________________



Draw 4 types of food YOU would bring to a feast.

Read Bear Says Thanks with

Name: ________________________



Draw 4 types of food that the animals brought to Bear’s feast.

Read Bear Says Thanks with

Name: ________________________



Draw a picture of the different things you would sense at Bear’s feast.

Read Bear Says Thanks with

Name: ________________________



Describe a 
time a 
friend 

helped you.

W
hen do you 

say ‘please’ 
and ‘thank’ 

you?

D
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nd
.What is 

something 
you are 

thankful for?

What did this 
book make 
you think 
about?

What would 
YOU bring 

to the 
feast?

Cut out this dice 
template. Fold on the 
dashed lines and tape 
together the edges to 

make a dice. Take 
turns rolling the dice 

and answering 
questions.

Text to Self 
Connections
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Why do you 
think the 

author wrote 
this book?

Recall one anim
al 

from
 the story 

and what they 
brought to the 

feast.
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g.Describe the 
story’s 

problem and 
solution.

Is this story 
fiction or 

nonfiction? 
How do you 

know?

Think of a 
new title for 

the book.

Cut out this dice 
template. Fold on the 
dashed lines and tape 
together the edges to 

make a dice. Take 
turns rolling the dice 

and answering 
questions.

Comprehension
Questions
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Movement Activity: This or That…

milk                              

fish                              chicken                              

pears                              apples                              

honey nuts                              cheese                              

soup                             pasta                              

vegetables fruits                              

cookies brownies
cake pie

bread                              crackers                              

chocolate milk apple juice

mac n cheese spaghetti

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

or

Explain to students that they will make choices during this activity. If they choose option 1 they walk the left 
side of the room, and if they choose option 2 they walk to the right side of the room.

Read each option aloud for students. Students walk to the left or right side of the room to show which food 
they prefer. Once everyone is settled, ask for volunteers to explain why they prefer one option over the 
other. Then, ask students to return of the middle of the room. Continue this process for each prompt!

Read Bear Says Thanks with

Option 1 Option 2

tea                              



Gratitude Jar

Directions:
● Cut out the gratitude prompt strips on the 

following page.
● Place the strips into an empty jar. 
● Take turns pulling out a strip and 

answering or writing about the prompts.
○ This can be done all at once OR on a 

daily or weekly basis.
● Optional: Students or adults write their 

own prompts on the blank strips.

Materials:
● empty jar
● strips of paper

Use at home or school!

List 3 things you are grateful for.

How can you show others you are grateful for them?

What does it mean to show gratitude?



List 3 things you are grateful for at school.

List 3 things you are grateful for at home.

List 2 things you are grateful for in your community.

How will you show someone gratitude today?

What does it mean to show gratitude?

What is something kind someone did for you recently?

Explain what an act of kindness is.

What is something kind you did for someone else recently?

What are you looking forward to tomorrow?

What act of kindness can you do for someone today or tomorrow?

Who is someone that makes you laugh?

Who are you grateful for?

Who is someone that helps you?

What activities make you happy?



Describe your favorite place to visit.

What is your favorite thing about fall?

What is your favorite thing about each family member?

Describe the best gift you’ve ever received.

Describe the best day you’ve ever had.

What do you love about yourself?

What is something you love about your family?

What is something you love about your school?

What is your favorite activity to do with friends?

What is your favorite activity to do with family?

Describe a memory that makes you happy.

What is something you are proud of?



Write your own gratitude prompts!



Bear Says Thanks
Discussion Questions

Before Reading:
● How many animals do you see on the cover?
● What kinds of animals do you see?
● Does this book remind you of another book we’ve read? How 

so?
● What other books in this series have you read?
● What do you predict the group of animals will do together in the 

story?

While Reading:
● Page 1: What words on this page rhyme?
● Page 2: What problem does Bear have after he decides to 

make a big feast for his friends? How do you think he will solve 
this problem?

● Page 2: What does it mean that Bear’s cupboard is bare? What 
pictures clues help us understand what that word means?

● What other rhyming pairs have you heard so far?

After Reading:
● List the characters from the story.
● Describe the story’s setting.
● Recall what each animal brought to Bear’s den.
● Which food from the feast would you like to try the most? Why?
● What food would YOU bring to the feast? Why?
● Describe the story’s problem and solution.
● Describe the story’s lesson.
● Describe the author’s purpose for writing this story.
● How do the animals in this story show gratitude?

Read Bear Says Thanks with



Bear Says Thanks
Writing Prompts

● What is gratitude? How did the 
characters in the story show gratitude?

● Imagine you are going to make a feast 
for your friends. What foods would you 
include? Why?

● If you were going to Bear’s feast, what 
one food would you bring? Why?

● Which of the foods from the story’s feast 
would you like to try the most? Which 
would you like to try the least? Explain 
your reasoning.

● Describe the story’s problem and 
solution. Then, draw a picture of the 
story’s solution.

● Why is it important to use manners such 
as ‘please’ and ‘thank you’? When do 
you use these words?
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No Print Novelty

Read Bear Says Thanks with

Don’t Forget It!

Use this no print activity as a whole group.

The objective is for students to use listening skills and memory to recite a list of foods each 
student would bring to a feast.

Directions:
● Students sit or stand in a circle.
● Students think of a food they’d bring to a feast.
● The first student recites the prompt and adds in the food they 

would bring, “I would bring __________ to the feast. And don’t 
forget it!” 

● The next student recites the prompt using the food the previous 
student added and a food of their choice.

● This continues until every student has a turn.

Example:
● Student 1: I would bring bread to the feast. And don’t forget it! 
● Student 2: I would bring bread and ham to the feast. And don’t forget it!”
● Student 3: I would bring bread, ham, and turkey to the feast. And don’t 

forget it!
● Student 3: I would bring bread, ham, turkey, and soup to the feast. And 

don’t forget it!”
● This continues until the last student answers.

Make it Less Challenging: recommended for prek-1st grade

● Students recite the prompt but do not have to recall what each classmate 
said. Instead, they just share a food they would bring, without repeating a 
food a previous classmate said.


